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Existing Buildings
Schools - Existing Buildings
Retail - Existing Buildings
Data Centers - Existing Buildings
Warehouses and Distribution Centers - Existing Buildings
Hospitality - Existing Buildings
Recertification
Initial certification
Certification Type
Operations and Maintenance
Rating Systems
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Establishment
There are no Establishment requirements for this credit.
Performance
This credit was earned within the last five years. No additional documentation is required. (Optional)
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Transportation survey (1 point)
Option 2. Alternative transportation rate (3-15 points)
Option 3. Comprehensive alternative transportation program (2 points)
Option 1. Transportation Survey
Option 2. Alternative Transportation Rate
3
Alternative Transportation Rate
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Option 3. Comprehensive Alternative Transportation Program
Upload: Transportation surveyProvide the transportation survey.
Regular building occupants are occupants who are in the building(s) 10 or more hours per week.
Total number of regular building occupants
Total number of regular building occupant responses received
Regular building occupant response rate (%)
Daily average number of visitors
Typical peak number of visitors
Total number of visitor responses received
Visitor response rate (%)
For projects required to survey visitors
Projects are required to survey visitors if either the daily average or typical peak is greater than the number of regular building occupants.
Response rate is based on either daily average or typical peak, whichever is greater.
Describe the following for regular building occupants and visitors (if included):
·   How the survey was distributed
·   How the timing for distribution was selected
·   How results were adjusted for seasonal variation, if necessary
Weighted overall alternative transportation rate (%)
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Alternative Transportation Calculator:
Upload: Alternative Transportation Calculator
Provide the completed Alternative Transportation Calculator (found under the "Resources" tab of the Credit Library) or equivalent documentation.
Upload: Alternative transportation program(s) documentationProvide documentation showing that the alternative transportation program(s) addresses at least one element from each of the three categories (education, basic support, direct strategies) and has been implemented. 
Performance Summary
Name
Date
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Complete
C:\Documents and Settings\bhester\Desktop\x-mark-512(2).gif
Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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